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Service Package 
optimized based 
on MobileForce’s 
proprietary 
metric (MF Cloud 
Power) 

Windows EC2 
versus Windows 
EC2 with SQL 
Standard versus 
Windows EC2 
with SQL Web 

Use Case: SAP 
and Enterprise 
Systems 
Application 
Environment 

AWS Windows with SQL Standard costs 
3X AWS Windows without SQL and 2X 
AWS Windows with SQL Web 
 

Instance Profile: 
AWS EC2 Instances 
Pricing based on 
Reserved Medium  
Utilization, 12-month 
Term, compute-
optimized, X Large 
Service Bundle  
US East Region 
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Final Fees Paid to Amazon Web Services 
If you have to use Windows with SQL OS, having your applications developed on Windows 
with SQL Web rather than Windows with SQL Standard might be the optimal solution 
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The billing units (number of instance hours) is the 
same for all 3 scenarios and the red line in the charts 
shows the hypothetical variable instance-hours 
consumption over a 36-month timeline. We have 
chosen a 12-month medium utilization service pack as 
the optimal fit here. Under these assumptions, 
MobileForce calculates that the AWS Windows 
instance without any SQL is the cheapest with a 3 year 
fee payout of $1.1 Million. AWS Windows with SQL 
Web comes in second at a fee payout of $1.6 Million. 
The most expensive is AWS Windows with SQL 
Standard and you can expect to pay $3.2 Million over 
a 3-year timeline.  
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Thank You!!! 

!  How Can MobileForce Help? 
!  Forecast your instance hours or other 

billing units that cloud service 
providers (CSPs) bill on 

!  Select the right cloud service 
package for your application’s 
scalable needs 
!  Optimizes fees paid 
!  Provides the required compute 

power and storage size 
!  Takes advantage of all discounts 

and free tiers that the CSP has to 
offer 

!  Design and deploy a flexible pricing 
optimizer tool suited to your 
business’ unique conditions 
!  Run your own what if scenarios 
!  Optimize solutions yourself as 

business needs change 
!  Save precious dollars 

Contact MobileForce today at (415) 
371 9610 for a free consult. 

Or, write to us with your thoughts at 
customerservice@digitalmobileforce
.com 

You can also fill in our intake form: 

https://sites.google.com/site/
digitalmobileforce/cloud-computing-
pricing-optimizer 

www.digitalmobileforce.com 
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